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Abstract:
The paper presents the transmission and reflection analysis on metal-semiconductor
structure for quantum confinement model by FDTD technique. The research problem
in this study is to understand the transmission and reflection spectrum from the
interface of metal and semiconductor combined devices based on the quantum
mechanical effect. The objective of this study is to implement the simulation code for
quantum mechanics concepts by MATLAB. The analysis on quantum mechanical
analysis of the quantum confinement for semiconductor devices which would be
designed based on metal-semiconductor structure is numerically investigated in this
study. In this paper a macroscopic model was presented, which embraces an
innovative approach to equivalent the vertical carrier profile and unites it with a
conventional representation in lateral direction firstly. The numerical results prove a
momentous enhancement pertaining to the accuracy of the carrier profile and the
physical characteristics of the semiconductor devices. The second stage of this study
is mainly focused on the transmission and reflection spectrum on the interface of
metal/semiconductor structure based on the finite difference time domain techniques.
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1. Introduction
It is recognized that in significance of the increasingly lessening feature sizes

quantum mechanical effects are receiving more imperative for the performance of up
to date semiconductor devices. This concern is extensively scrutinized and implicit at
physical stage, but a numerical analysis is a long way from inconsequential and
numerically very expensive. The state-of-the-art macroscopic models integrating
quantum mechanical effects were essentially premeditated to fit the physical
characteristics of the investigated semiconductor devices [1,2,3] but not for a
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completely device modelling. In this paper a fresh move toward to model the quantum
confinement near the semiconductor surface is established which does not only
equivalent the physical characteristics but also tolerates the device modelling analysis
on semiconductor devices and related Semiconductor devices. Moreover the
innovative model is proficient to equivalent the vertical carrier profile incredibly
precisely, consequently contribution of fresh imminent into the genuine properties of
contemporary devices in real world.
The charge carriers in semiconductors afford the beginning for a variation of

significant technologies, together with computers, semiconductor lasers, and light
emitting devices. The enduring demand to condense the physical size of next-
generation electronic devices necessitates progressively smaller building blocks in
electronics. Nanostructures with sizes well below 100 nm, such as semiconductor
nanocrystals and nanowires, afford such building blocks. Henceforth, it is ostensible
that there is both a technological and essential interest in the properties of charge
carriers in both bulk and nanostructured materials [4,5,6,7,8].
Quantum mechanics effects based on carrier dynamics considerations are vital role

to enhance the fabrication of high performance device structure. The FDTD analyses
on reflection and transmission pulses are very essential for numerical analysis [9,10].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II is pointed out the

fundamental concepts of quantum mechanical model for interface engineering.
Section III mentions the algorithm of two dimension finite difference time domain
(2D FDTD) algorithm for the numerical analysis between metal and semiconductor
interface. Section IV presents the simulation results of numerical analysis. Section V
expresses the discussions on simulation results and conclusion of this study.

2. QuantumMechanical Model
The conventional device modelling pilots to two important inaccuracies pertaining

to the carrier concentration nears the semiconductor surface. Initial, the dividing of
the conduction band into quite a few discrete eigenvalues is not measured. That goes
ahead to an over evaluation of the surface charge, as the energy difference between
those discrete eigenvalues and the Fermi-level is superior than the one from the
bottom of the conduction band to the Fermi-level. Next, the conventional models do
not regard as that the shape of the wave functions diminishes the carrier concentration
near the Semiconductor surface as well. Therefore, a meticulous approach to imitate
the carrier concentration has to make sure of both effects, by contributing the rough
calculation for the wave function and the actual band structure of Semiconductor
Devices.

2.1. Approach to Wave Function Approximation
The first of Quantum Mechanical effects by a diminution of the density of states SD

near the Semiconductor interface affecting an exponential shape function called Wave
Function Approximation. This pursues an approach proposed by [9].

(1)
where ‘i’ is the distance to the Semiconductor interface and ‘i0’ is an offset to

match the nonzero carrier concentration near the surface stanching from the finite
barrier height. λThermal is the thermal wavelength conscientious for the lessening of
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the Quantum Mechanical effects with increasing distance from the Semiconductor
interface,

(2)
If that improvement is utilized the qualitative carrier distribution near the

Semiconductor interface in physically powerful inversion is duplicated quite well, but
devoid of deliberation of band structure effects, this is not the issue in the threshold
level region [10].

2.2. Approach to Energy Band Structure Approximation
Figure 1 illustrates the conduction band energy near the surface of a semiconductor

device, intended with a self-consistent Schrödinger-Poisson model working with the
effective mass come up to Quantum Mechanical Model [10]. Near the surface the
lowest eigenenergy is connotation higher than the band edge, thus reasoning an over
evaluation of the charge when the conventional imitation approach is utilized. The
essential initiative of the current model is to substitute the effective band edge by the
first discrete energy level (see Fig. 1). This appears realistic as quantum mechanical
computations confirm that regularly more than 95% of the carriers are in that energy
band.
The band edge at the Semiconductor surface is set to

(3)
whereas Eg, Semicon Surface

QMM is the developed bandgap energy which is utilized in the
Boltzmann statistics, Eg, Semicon Surface

Conventional is the bandgap in accordance with the material
specification, and ∆Eg is the applied modification. The current model attaches the
band edge Eg, Semicon Surface

QMM (i) surrounded by the device to the value of Eg, Semicon Surface
QMM

as long as Eg, Semicon Surface
QMM > Eg, Semicon Surface

Conventional i .

As the accurate computation of the first energy level is numerically expensive and
necessitates the explanation of the Schrödinger equation and estimation is utilized.
The offset ∆Eg is estimated subsequent an establishment of Van Dort et al. [11-14],
which reads as

(4)
whereas Esemicon surface is the magnitude of the electric field at the semiconductor

interface and ϵ is the permittivity of the semiconductor. β = 4.1× 10-8 eVcm is an
empirical constant.

3. FDTD Algorithm

3.1. Mathematical Expressions of 2D FDTD for Magnetic Fields
The modelling equations for defining the finite difference condition are revealed in

this section. Initially, the finite difference equations for Hx, Hy, and Hz for magnetic
field expressions are as follows [15].
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(5)

(6)

(7)

3.2. Mathematical Expressions of 2D FDTD for Electric Fields
The additional helping is to catch the electric field expressions founded on Ex, Ey,

and Ez from Maxwell’s Equations [15].

(8)

(9)

(10)

4. Analyses and Discussions
The representation was realized into the device modelling and numerous

characteristic configurations were pretended in order to investigate its device design
competences [16]. A potential motivation for the speed up can be the smoother
distributions when quantum confinement is taken into consideration.

Figure 1. Conduction Band Energy for Quantum Mechanical Model.

Figure 2 illustrates the comparison of the Junction Capacitance characteristics
obtained with the Quantum Mechanical Model, the Schrödinger-Poisson solver, and
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the Conventional model. An admirable fit between the results from the Quantum
Mechanical Model and the quantum mechanical calculations is achieved; particularly
the commencement of inversion is envisaged exceptionally precisely. The over
evaluation of the capability in strong inversion is a well-known consequence stalking
from the dissimilar allocation statistics applied in the Schrödinger solver (Fermi-Dirac)
and the Quantum Mechanical Model.

Figure 2. Junction Capacitance Vs Voltage.

Figure 3 demonstrates the comparison of electron concentration silhouettes. It can
be obviously observed that the Quantum Mechanical Model proffers a straight fit to
the results from quantum mechanical calculation. The conventional model
contemplates the charge more rapidly to the semiconductor surface, which is a
significance of the reasonably smaller band gap. The Quantum Mechanical Model
proves the outstanding results with junction capacitance and Electron Concentration
according to the numerical investigation.

Figure 3. Electron Concentration Vs Distance to Semiconductor Surface.
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Figure 4 shows the transmission spectrum based on PML boundary. The
transmission spectrum starts at the interface of metal/semiconductor interface which
was 165 nm. The perfectly match layer boundary is very suitable for considering the
transmission spectrum based on FDTD algorithm.

Figure 4. Transmission Spectrum Based on PML Boundary.

Figure 5 illustrates the transmission spectrum based on MUR boundary. The
transmission spectrum finds at the interface of metal/semiconductor interface which
was 185 nm. The Mur absorbing boundary could not be observed the total spectrum
for considering the transmission spectrum based on FDTD algorithm.

Figure 5. Transmission Spectrum Based on MUR Boundary.

Figure 6 demonstrates the reflection spectrum based on PML boundary. The
reflection spectrum surprises at the interface of metal/semiconductor interface which
was 215 nm. The perfectly match layer boundary is very appropriate for considering
the reflection spectrum based on FDTD algorithm.
Figure 7 mentions the reflection spectrum based on MUR boundary. The reflection

spectrum finds at the interface of metal/semiconductor interface which was 240 nm.
The Mur absorbing boundary could not be detected the total spectrum for considering
the reflection spectrum based on FDTD algorithm.
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Figure 6. Reflection Spectrum Based on PML Boundary.

Figure 7. Reflection Spectrum Based on MUR Boundary.

5. Conclusions
According to the simulation results on transmission and reflection spectrum based

on PML and MUR boundary condition with FDTD algorithm, the PML condition for
both transmission and reflection spectrums are very suitable for considering the
interace effect with quantum mechanical model for high performance device
fabrication. In this paper an innovative comprehensive representation for the
simulation of the quantum confinement near the semiconductor surface was presented.
An incredibly superior fit was got hold of for the vertical carrier profile and mutually
with the excellent physical properties a deeper imminent into the properties of
prospect semiconductor devices creations is promising. The conduction band energy
for quantum mechanical model proves that the actual device fabrication for
semiconductor devices has prominent performance for optical communication
purposes.
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